Abstract-A state-of-the-art progressive source encoder is combined with a concatenated block coding mechanism to produce a robust source transmission system for embedded bit streams. The proposed scheme efficiently trades off the available total bit budget between information bits and parity bits through efficient information block size adjustment, concatenated block coding, and random block interleavers. The objective is to create embedded codewords such that, for a particular information block, the necessary protection is obtained via multiple channel encodings, contrary to the conventional methods that use a single code rate per information block. This way, a more flexible protection scheme is obtained. The information block size and concatenated coding rates are judiciously chosen to maximize system performance, subject to a total bit budget. The set of codes is usually created by puncturing a low-rate mother code so that a single encoder-decoder pair is used. The proposed scheme is shown to effectively enlarge this code set by providing more protection levels than is possible using the code rate set directly. At the expense of complexity, average system performance is shown to be significantly better than that of several known comparison systems, particularly at higher channel bit error rates.
I. INTRODUCTION
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MBEDDED multimedia encoders produce bit streams that are progressive in nature, i.e., every successive bit contributes a certain amount of refinement after decoding. This partial decoding property comes with the cost that the usefulness of correctly received bits depends on the reliable reception of the previous bits [1] . This makes progressive bit streams vulnerable to noisy channel effects, i.e., any error renders the remaining information bits useless even if they are reliably received. Therefore, an efficient error-protection scheme is needed for the transmission of embedded bit streams over noisy channels. LG Electronics, Inc., Intel, Inc., the National Science Foundation under Grant CCF-0915727, the Center for Wireless Communications, University of California, San Diego, and the University of California Discovery Grant Program of the State of California. The Associate Editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Prof. Mary Comer.
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Error protection for progressive sources is usually achieved by joint source-channel coding (JSCC), in which an appropriate channel code is used to protect the bit stream to optimize some criterion, such as minimization of distortion or maximization of the useful source rate. Unequal error protection (UEP) using forward error-correction (FEC) coding of progressive sources is extensively studied in the literature. Early studies include [2] , where cyclic redundancy check (CRC) codes are cascaded with FEC coding to protect set partitioning in hierarchical trees (SPIHT) progressively coded images. This was shown to be more robust than previous image-encoding results for binary symmetric channels (BSCs). Error propagation is avoided by stopping the decoding when the first CRC failure is detected. Later, [3] used a similar idea at the packet level to provide UEP by using nonuniform channel coding throughout the bit stream. This way, a more flexible coding scheme is achieved. Rate-compatible punctured convolutional (RCPC) codes are also considered by applying different channel code rates for different kinds of bits (e.g., sign and significance bits) of SPIHT encoded data [4] . More powerful codes have been also used for the transmission of embedded sources. In particular, turbo codes are considered in [5] and [6] , irregular repeat-accumulate (IRA) codes in [7] , and low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes in [8] and [9] . Some of the gains reported in [5] - [9] compared with [2] - [4] can be attributed to the superiority of capacity-achieving codes over conventional coding schemes rather than strictly attributing the gains to the manner in which FEC is deployed. In addition, those studies use larger block sizes to exploit the "asymptotically good" performance of LDPC or IRA codes compared with studies that use convolutional codes. In other studies, Reed-Solomon (RS) codes are utilized for graceful degradation of image quality in packet erasure channels [10] . One of the constraints of these studies is that they use a discrete channel code set usually in the form of a mother code and an associated puncturing pattern. Therefore, only a predetermined number of protection levels are possible with this finite set. Concatenated coding can loosen this constraint significantly and provide a more flexible system.
Concatenated coding was introduced in [11] , where the total bit stream is first encoded with an inner code and then the coded bit stream is further encoded with an outer code. This constructs a code that has an exponentially decreasing error probability with increasing block length [11] . It is also shown to be particularly effective in bursty environments. A typical use of concatenated codes can be found in space communications and usually involves a convolutional inner code and an RS outer code. Concatenated coding can also be used for UEP of progressive sources. In particular, product codes were used across the transmitted packets as a 2-D code structure to provide UEP for progressive sources in fading channels [12] . Later, product codes were shown to be very effective in the transmission of JPEG2000 [13] coded bit streams, particularly in correlatedRayleigh fading using turbo and RS codes [14] , [15] . The main objective of those studies is to use concatenated coding with RS coding to help improve system performance against packet erasures due to channel fading.
In addition to the choice of channel coding, packet formatting or packetization is another important parameter in a FECbased overall system design for progressive source transmission. Packetization is typically done either by fixing the size of the information block [2] , [16] or by fixing the total number of coded bits [5] , [6] . These packet formats are shown in Fig. 1 and named FixedInfo and FixedCoded formats hereafter. For both methods, rate-maximization and distortion-minimization problems for various channel-coding choices are solved, and fast algorithms are proposed for the former [17] . The performance of the overall system design can vary based on the choice of the channel code set and the associated packetization format.
In this paper, we propose a novel packet formatting method along with a flexible system design for the transmission of embedded bit streams. By properly adjusting the channel codes, a flexible protection assignment strategy is achieved through the use of serially concatenated coding and random block interleavers. As is common, interleaving is added between concatenated codes to spread out the burst errors. Subject to a total bit budget constraint, we obtained notable performance improvement over some of the conventional methods. This paper focuses on BSCs similar to [2] , [3] , [5] , [16] , and [17] . In some situations, soft channel information is not available, and the only access to the data occurs after some form of hard-decision decoding takes place. In this case, a BSC is a reasonable model for any memoryless channel with a binary input such as binary input Gaussian and flat Rayleigh/Rician fading channels. Note that the proposed serial encoding scheme can be combined with RS codes similar to [12] , [14] , and [15] to create a 2-D product code to help mitigate the correlation among the random channel coefficients in correlated fading channels.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the proposed formatting is explained, and the problem formulation is introduced. In Section III, performance, as well as the algorithm design, is addressed, and the optimization framework is discussed. A low-complexity descent search algorithm is given as an alternative to the overall optimization problem. We also compare the decoding complexity of the proposed design to previous coding architectures. Section IV presents some of the numerical results using different sets of channel codes. We derive two conditions that restrict the search space of possible channel code rates. These two conditions lead to significant complexity reductions of the optimization process. Finally, a brief summary and conclusion follow in Section V.
II. PROPOSED FORMATTING AND SYSTEM MODEL
Similar to previous studies [2] , [3] , error detection is achieved by appending a CRC to every information block , . Once an error is detected, all additional bits are excluded from the reconstruction process.
Consider the proposed -codeword scheme shown in Fig. 2 and assume that a discrete convolutional code set is chosen. First, we take source information bits (source block ) and derive two bytes of CRC 1 bits based on bits to be concatenated with for bit error detection. In addition, zero tail bits are appended to end the trellis in the all-zero state. These bits together constitute payload of the first codeword. The number of bits in the payload is . These bits are encoded using channel code rate to produce codeword . In the next encoding stage, is concatenated with the second information block , CRC bits, and parity bits to produce the second payload , where and . In the second encoding stage, CRC bits are derived based on those bits. Since the errors out of a maximum-likelihood sequence estimator are bursty and convolutional codes show poor performance when channel errors are not independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) [18] , we use random block interleavers to break up the long burst noise sequences. We use to denote the random block interleaving function that chooses a permutation table randomly, with a uniform distribution, and permutes the entries of bitwise based on this table. We choose the size of the random permutation table to be equal to the length of the payload size in each encoding stage except the first. After interleaving, the bits in are encoded using code rate to produce codeword . This recursive process continues until we encode the last codeword . Codeword is sent over the BSC.
The receiver obtains the noisy version of codeword , i.e., . At the decoder, the sequential encoding operations of the encoding stage are performed in reverse order. In other words, the noisy received version is decoded first using the ordinary Viterbi decoder. Then, the deinterleaver is invoked to ob- 
tain
. The CRC of the th information block, i.e.,
, is performed to label as useful or not for the reconstruction process. Thus, is associated with a label and peeled off from . In the next decoding stage, is decoded and deinterleaved in the same manner to get . Based on the CRC, is determined to be useful or not in the reconstruction. The decoding operation is finalized after decoding codeword and assigning a label to . Assuming that the first label with a CRC failure is associated with , then only the information blocks up to, but not including, block are used to reconstruct the source.
III. ALGORITHM DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION
We define two sets and , where is the code rate used to protect the th payload . Those sets are optimized to minimize distortion, as will be explained in Section III-A. The length of codeword , , can be found as
The length of codeword is equal to the total allowed bit budget , i.e.,
. We send the total bit stream over a BSC with crossover error probability , as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Because of the embedded nature of convolutional codes, the various test statistics are dependent; thus, a closed-form analysis does not appear to be feasible. Therefore, for the purpose of algorithm design, we will ignore the dependence and set up the algorithm assuming statistical independence. The net result of this is that we approximate the sequence of data bit decisions at the output of each decoding stage as arising from a BSC, whereby the crossover probability of each BSC is functionally related to the crossover probability of the previous BSC, as well as the rate of the currently used channel encoder, as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Note that, since our final results on performance are obtained by simulations, the dependence that was ignored in the algorithm design will be automatically present in the performance results.
After decoding the noisy codeword and deinterleaving, we assume that the decoded bit stream will have a bit error rate (BER) . In light of the previous paragraph, the decoded error rate is a function of and channel code rate and is denoted by hereafter. Next, the noisy codeword is decoded, etc. In general, the channel that experiences can be approximated as a BSC with crossover probability . Since , the BER for is . In this paper, are found by simulating the system for a given channel raw error rate and code rates . As shown, the packet error rate (PER) appears in the expression for the expected distortion of the system. In principle, it is possible to determine the PERs directly by simulation. In practice, however, an information block can have any integer number of bits (up to the total length of the stream), and each such block size corresponds to a different PER PER . Therefore, in the optimization process, it would have been computationally intractable to find all possible PERs corresponding to all possible values. For this reason, we instead use the simulation to find the BER and use that and the various values to compute the PERs. Having approximated each channel as a BSC with some crossover probability, we approximate the PER of the th information block, i.e., , by [20] PER (
The described channel modeling is illustrated in Fig. 3 (b). Using (2), the expected distortion of the progressive bit stream using the proposed formatting and the independence assumption is approximated by [21] PER PER (3)
where is the distortion when the source decoder reconstructs the source without using any of the transmitted information, is the distortion when the decoder decodes only information bits, and . We also assume PER and PER , as the zeroth and th information blocks do not exist. Minimization of is equivalent to maximizing the average distortion reduction . Note that the above expression corresponds to the expected distortion when all errors are assumed to have been caused by statistically independent events, as explained above. To help ensure that the errors are as uncorrelated as possible, we have introduced interleavers at the transmitter and corresponding deinterleavers at the receiver before each decoding stage.
A. Optimization
For the proposed scheme, the design objective is to find , rate allocation , and information block size set such that is maximized. In other words, we intend to find set subject to bit budget constraint , where denotes the optimal values. For a given , we need to optimize the overall parameter set , which is subject to the total bit budget . The problem can be stated as subject to (6) There are only either 9 RC-LDPC or 13 RCPC code rates in our set ; therefore, including the uncoded case, we have either 10 or 14 possible values for , whereas has a vastly larger set of possible values (in theory, can take on any value from 1 up to the total number of source bits). First, we assume a fixed channel code rate set and optimize information block size set using a descent search algorithm [22] by initializing for some satisfying . This constrained optimization problem is reduced to solving an unconstrained optimization problem by using a line-search method. 2 We employ gradient vector as the descent direction for fixed and . Finally, we note that the elements of set can only take discrete values (the unit is in bits). Thus, the components of the gradient vector are not analytically available. We use the "gradients by forward finite differences" as our approximation, as given in [22, Sec. 2.3.1.5]. Then, we carry out this optimization procedure for all possible channel code rates. Finally, for a given , we choose set to be the optimal point. For ease of reference, we present a functional flow diagram of the optimization procedure in Fig. 4 to determine the optimum parameters . Let us fix code rate set . First, we realize that depends on because is a fixed real number. Similarly, depends on both and . Thus, depends on . To signify the functional dependence, they will be denoted by , , and (see Fig. 5 ). For this general case, our constraint equation given by (6) becomes (7) Letting , we have for the th information block This means that one of the parameters, i.e., , can be expressed in terms of the other parameters. For example, using (8) ,
, and
is now only a function of . Thus, using (5) and (9), we obtain (10) which is only a function of . The constrained optimization problem in (6) becomes unconstrained and has now parameters subject to optimization. We use the gradient descent algorithm to find a maximum for this problem [22] . Finally, we calculate . A simple example that is easy to visualize (the concavity of for a given ) occurs when . In this particular case, is now only a nonincreasing function of . After absorbing the constraint equality into the cost function, we will have an unconstrained optimization problem with the following cost function to maximize: (11) Several examples are shown in Fig. 6 for different values of and , where we take bits for a 512 512 Lena image using the RCPC code set with memory 6 from [23] .
B. Concatenated Coding With LDPC Codes
The concatenated coding mechanism presented in this paper can be used with any type of error-correction code, i.e., we can employ a class of "asymptotically good" codes such as LDPC codes. However, there might be some minor changes in the proposed design when it is used with LDPC codes. For example, we would not need to consider the CRC codes in our design because of the inherent error-detection property of LDPC codes [26] . On the other hand, using LDPC codes increases both the computational complexity and memory requirements of the encoder. In the proposed design, the length of the codewords increases after each encoding stage. To enable linear encoding complexity, we resort to the semirandom LDPC encoding structure given in [27] . We optimize the system using the cost function, in which the approximate PER values are found using the analysis of LDPC codes given in [28] and the algorithm presented in [29] , for finding the decoding thresholds of the semirandom rate-compatible LDPC (RC-LDPC) code family.
C. Complexity of the Proposed Scheme
As far as encoding of the convolutional codes is concerned, the encoders use the same amount of memory elements both in the proposed system and in the comparison systems of [2] , [3] , and [16] . Although convolutional encoding has a minor effect on the overall complexity, Viterbi decoding is a more complex operation. We focus on the decoding complexity at the receiver. For a fixed-constraint length, the decoding complexity of punctured convolutional codes linearly increases with the length of the codeword [24] . In addition, the maximum trellis complexity of a random block interleaver linearly increases with the length of the interleaver [25] . On the other hand, since we use the LDPC encoding structure given in [27] and the Max-product algorithm at the receiver, the computation complexity of both LDPC encoding and decoding is linear with increasing block length. If we assume that the complexity of deinterleaving is minor compared with the decoding operation, the maximum trellis complexity of the decoding procedure of the proposed scheme is found to be on average at most times more complex than the decoding operations of the systems in [2] , [3] , [9] , and [16] .
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
We use the following channel code sets: 1) a convolutional code set that consists of the 13 RCPC codes with memory 6 found in [23] and used in [2] and 2) an LDPC code set that consists of the nine RC-LDPC codes used in [9] . The convolutional code is treated as a block code by using zero-tail padding with zeros at the end of each information block.
A. Simulations With RCPC Codes
Throughout this section, the RCPC channel code set is used. First, we show some simulation results that illustrate the role of the interleavers in our system design. We set and choose two pairs of codes , i.e., (2/3, 1/2) and (4/9, 1/2), and information block size , i.e., . In Fig. 7 , the decoded BER is plotted for the bits in as a function of crossover probability with two different permutation table sizes, i.e., 1500 and . As expected, if we increase the size of the random permutation table, we get better BER performance. Also shown in the same figure is the decoded BER for the bits in (single code rate 1/2). The curve named non-interleaved shows that, when there is no interleaver, we obtain very minor performance improvement over the single code rate scheme. This is because correlated error patterns at the output of the Viterbi decoder significantly affect the performance of the following decoding stage. At higher crossover error probabilities, the decoded BER for is worse than that for the single code rate scheme. To explain this, first observe in Fig. 7(a) that toward the right-hand edge of the plot (roughly ), the outer decoder is overwhelmed by the high raw channel error rate. As we move to the left, the outer decoder is not overwhelmed. However, the decoded BER of the outer decoder has to be low enough so that the inner encoder is not overwhelmed. Finally, toward the left-hand edge of the plot (roughly ), neither decoder is overwhelmed and give lower decoded BERs than .
Finally, we obtained the curve denoted i.i.d. Assump. in Fig. 7 in the following way: For any given raw channel error rate , we first decoded outer code and obtained decoded BER by simulation. After finding , we sent the inner codeword (information block encoded with ) through a BSC with crossover probability and obtained decoded BER by simulation again (argument given in Section III). The curve i.i.d Assump. given in Fig. 7 is the set of s for different values of shown in the abscissa. It is verified that an interleaver depth of using a block length of gives a very close approximation to the i.i.d. assumption.
In the rest of the simulations, we use an embedded bit stream, and we use our protection scheme to send it over a BSC. We compare four transmission schemes based on embedded bit streams.
1) ShZeg: This is based on [2] . It uses a single optimal code with FixedInfo formatting. The information block size is 200 bits, and a single optimal code rate is chosen from the code set that minimizes the average distortion for all the transmission rates in consideration. In addition, the list Viterbi decoder (LVA) of [2] is replaced with the ordinary Viterbi algorithm. 2) NosLu: This is the approach presented in [3] . It uses an optimal code rate for each information block with FixedInfo formatting [21] . The information blocks have size of 202 bits. 3) Product Code: This system was originally proposed in [12] for a correlated fading channel, but the effectiveness of the scheme was shown for a BSC as well. It uses RS codes in concatenation with convolutional codes as a 2-D code structure. 4) Concatenated: This is the proposed concatenated coded system with related optimization as defined. We produced the embedded bit stream by encoding the grayscale 512 512 Lena, Barbara, and GoldHill images using SPIHT with arithmetic coding and JPEG2000 Part 1 (with no error-correction capability) progressive image coders. Due to space limitations, we only present the results of Lena encoded using SPIHT with arithmetic coding and Goldhill encoded with JPEG2000. Other combinations exhibited similar results. We tested two crossover error probabilities, namely, and
. We define the total transmission rate in bits per pixel (bpp) for a given image as . Quality assessment of the decoded images is given in terms of the average peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). PSNR results for all the systems are shown as a function of in bpp, where PSNR (12) and MAX is the maximum possible intensity value of the image.
For a given BSC with crossover probability and sets and , we produce the total bit stream , as explained in Section II, and send it through the BSC. We obtain by simulating sequential decoding stages. Note that, given sets and , the sizes of the random permutation tables are automatically determined. We should also notice that are assumed to be independent of , as the decoded BER of RCPC codes only slightly changes with varying block size [30] . Finally, we calculate using the approximations given in (2) and (5). After optimization, we find the optimal parameters to be used in the proposed scheme. Finally, using the optimal set of parameters , we simulate the system to find the expected distortion and convert it to PSNR using (12) . As shown in Fig. 8 , the proposed system is more effective at higher channel error rates and higher transmission rates.
Another observation is that, although NosLu optimizes channel code rates for each information block, because of the flat region of the R-D curve of the source, NosLu does not improve much over ShZeg at higher transmission rates. However, at smaller transmission rates, NosLu gives around 0.35-dB gain over the ShZeg scheme as reported in [3] . In addition, note that [16] does not use the approximation in [3] and finds the optimal rate schedule using dynamic programming instead of Lagrangian multipliers. However, we experimentally observed that the performance loss due to the approximation in [3] is minor. Product Code for the Lena image gives around 0.47-dB gain over ShZeg for all transmission rates. The advantage of Product Code is its 2-D coding structure that provides the same level of protection of ShZeg using an overall higher code rate (RCPC RS). This allows more information content in the bit budget and the potential for performance improvement. Concatenated provides more than 1-dB gain over ShZeg and 0.5-dB gain over Product Code at all transmission rates. The advantage of Concatenated can be attributed in part to packet size adjustment (and, thus, PER adjustment) and its flexible protection by multiple channel codes. Using multiple code rates enables protection levels that are not possible using the discrete code set. We tried information block sizes of 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 and verified that choosing other than 200 bits as the information block size of conventional methods does not help their performance much. In Fig. 9 , we show average PSNR performances of some of those systems using Goldhill encoded with JPEG2000. The results of Concatenated exhibit similar gains compared with ShZeg, i.e., they are more significant at lower and higher transmission rates. The jaggedness of the curves is due to the discrete code set and the source encoder.
Next, we provide and compare results for Concatenated using Lena at various values of , as shown in Table I . There are two observations with regard to the proposed formatting and channel code rate allocation of Concatenated. First, when , we have , where the superscript denotes the current value of (we refer to this as the First Condition). This is because baseline protection is achieved by the outermost code, and then, incremental protection is added by each encoding stage. Our results show that incremental protection is enough to obtain the necessary UEP with a less powerful outermost code. Note that this result can be used to restrict the search space of our exhaustive search in finding optimal code rate set . It leads to complexity reductions, as shown in Table II . Second, if we consider two different values for , namely, and , where , we observe that (we refer to this as the Second Condition). This is because, as we increase , we observe that the outermost code rate did not need to be more powerful than the one used in the system with one less encoding stage, since going from to encoding stages gives a certain level of additional protection for more important bits. Therefore, it is enough to choose the outermost code to be equal to or greater than to provide baseline protection for the total bit stream. Having a larger outermost code rate also allows more source bits into the bit stream and increases the potential for performance improvement. However, as we increase , the CRC and tailing bits will start to overwhelm the allowed bit budget, giving rise to performance degradation due to lack of source bits. Using the condition , we can obtain additional reductions in complexity, particularly at low . One particular example is shown in Table III.  Table I also shows the average PSNR performance of Concatenated as a function of . For all the cases shown, we pick up more than 0.5-dB gain using the optimal value . For , we get diminishing returns as we approach . When , there can be slight degradation in the performance, because with larger , the optimization results in a code rate of unity for some of the initial information blocks. This leads to an increase in the number of CRC bits, which, in turn, decreases the total number of source and channel coding bits in the allowed bit budget. In addition, since the sizes of the permutation tables are chosen to be equal to the payload size in this paper, smaller information blocks mean shorter permutation table size, which significantly impact the overall performance of Concatenated.
Finally, we compare the proposed scheme with some of the reported results found in [2] , [3] , and [12] . As shown, those studies use the LVA for increased performance. Therefore, we use our proposed scheme with the LVA for comparison. In other words, the ordinary Viterbi algorithm is replaced with the LVA in the proposed formatting and system model. The LVA finds the "best path" that has the smallest accumulated metric in the trellis and satisfies the CRC at the same time. We constrained the path search depth to 70 candidate paths. If none of the 70 candidate paths satisfies the CRC, decoding failure is declared. Table IV shows some results for Lena and Goldhill images for and . As a perspective on PSNR, if one sets the information rate equal to that which corresponds to the capacity of a BSC with crossover probability and assumes that the data are sufficiently coded such as to produce no errors, then the results corresponding to this idealized scenario are listed in the rows entitled "error-free case." Note that the capacity of a BSC is given by , where is the binary entropy function, and is the raw error rate of the channel. As shown, the proposed scheme not only improves the performance of [2] but also gives results that are close to the "error-free case."
B. Simulations With RC-LDPC Codes
Throughout this section, the RC-LDPC channel code set is used. An extra byte (instead of the CRC) is added in each encoding stage to inform the RC-LDPC decoder about the channel coding rate used, as in [9] . Our mother code rate is 8/13, and through puncturing and extending the mother code [31] , we obtain nine code rates in total, namely, 8/22, 8/20, 8/18, 8,16, 8/15, 8/13, 8/12, 8/11, and 8/10 . This yields similar simulated PER performance to that of the irregular RC-LDPC construction in [9] for a BSC. In what follows, we present the performance of the proposed coding scheme using the Lena and Goldhill images (encoded with JPEG2000) with the class of RCPC (ConRCPC) and RC-LDPC (ConLDPC) codes. The results are given in Table V using a maximum of 250 3 iterations of the Max-product algorithm at the receiver. As shown, similar gains are obtained, except that the results are now closer to the "error-free case." In addition, note that the proposed scheme is more powerful at higher crossover error probabilities, as it virtually increases the size of the available code set and allows better protection than would be possible with the strongest code rate in the code set. Finally, we note that, at , the proposed scheme is at most only 0.3 dB away from the maximum achievable PSNR for all the simulations presented.
C. Discussion on the Advantages of the Proposed Transmission Scheme
Progressive image reconstruction has several advantages. One of these advantages is not preserved by our coding structure, but the others are. Progressive coding allows rapid display of a low-quality version of the image at early stages of the reception of the bit stream. The receiver progressively obtains better image quality as more bits reliably arrive and can redisplay the image multiple times at increasingly higher quality, allowing one to abort the image early in the reception if one determines, based on the low quality version, that the image is not the one desired. This might allow for faster browsing of a remote image database. This feature of allowing redisplaying multiple times is not preserved by our coding structure, as decoding of the most important information chunk cannot proceed immediately when it is received, as it is interleaved with other information chunks and their parity bits. This advantage of progressive image coding does not in any case extend to scalable video coding, because a single frame of video, even if it were scalably encoded, is not redisplayed multiple times at increasing quality levels.
The other advantages of progressive image transmission (which do extend to scalable video) are supported by our encoding structure. Progressive coding allows for simple downsizing of the total bit stream in case of congestion at an intermediate router. This feature is retained. The router would need to deinterleave but would not need to do either source decoding or channel decoding in order to strip off sections of information bits and parity bits and transmit onward the beginning portions of the progressive stream. Finally, progressive encoding has the advantage of being very suitable for UEP; thus, the initial information bits are more heavily protected for graceful degradation of the transmitted source quality at the receiver. We note that, if the proposed system were used for scalable video coding, the overall delay incurred on the encoder side would be dominated by the delay of the scalable video source encoder and not by the delay of the proposed channel encoder and interleaver. Although some scalable video coders incur significant delay (such as 3-D SPIHT, which might need to buffer a group of 16 frames), for a lower delay encoder such as H.264 fine-grain scalability, if the codewords are all part of one frame, then interleaving is all done within one frame. In this case, the proposed system will incur negligible processing delay.
V. CONCLUSION
We have considered an embedded bit stream using concatenated block encoding in conjunction with random block interleavers. Novel formatting is introduced for embedded bit streams with better reconstruction properties at the receiver. Both the information block size and the channel code rates are subject to optimization, which makes the proposed system more flexible. A low-complexity descent search for block size adjustment and a constrained exhaustive search in finding the optimal code rates are presented. In addition, using the proposed image coding system, we use multiple code rates for the protection of information blocks, which makes additional BERs achievable beyond those possible using conventional methods with a discrete channel code rate set. The proposed scheme achieves this performance gain at the expense of loss of progressive display capability and increased complexity.
